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Review

Theoretical studies of structure, function and reactivity of molecules—A personal account

By Keiji MOROKUMA*1,*2,†

(Communicated by Saburo NAGAKURA, M.J.A.)

Abstract: Last few decades theoretical/computational studies of structure, function and reactivity of molecules have been contributing significantly in chemistry by explanation of experimental results, better understanding of underlying principles and prediction of the unknown experimental outcome. Accuracy needed in chemistry has long been established, but due to high power dependency of such accurate methods on the molecular size, it has been a major challenge to apply theoretical methods to large molecular systems. In the present article we will review some examples of such applications. One is theoretical study of growth/formation of carbon nanostructures such as fullerenes and carbon nanotubes, using quantum mechanical molecular dynamics method. For growth of single walled carbon nanotube from transition metal cluster, we have demonstrated continued growth of attached nanotube, cap formation and growth from small carbon fragments. For homogeneous catalysis we presented results of studies on N2 activation by Zr complexes. For biomolecular reactions we use active site and protein models and show that in some catalyses the protein environment is involved in reactions and changes the preferred pathway, and in some other case the effect is modest. The review is concluded with a perspective.
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1. Introduction

Theoretical studies of structure, function and reactivity of molecules have fascinated and occupied my interest for the last fifty years. These essential properties of molecules have been studied by experimental chemists for many years and numerous empirical rules have been derived. Based on developments of various sophisticated theoretical methods to deal with complex electronic structure problems and obviously aided by the availability of fast computers as well as efficient computational programs, theoretical/computational studies in the last few decades have been contributing significantly in chemistry by explanation of experimental results, better understanding of underlying principles and prediction of the unknown experimental outcome. Acquiring chemical accuracy (0.1eV or 10kJ/mol) in evaluation of binding energy has long been accomplished for small molecules. However because of high power dependency (~N6) on the size N of molecule, it has not been easy to apply such high accuracy methods to studies of large and complex molecular systems. Therefore, more approximate theoretical methods have been applied to large systems. Density functional theory (DFT) methods give mid-level (~20 kJ/mol) accuracy at mid-level cost and size-dependency and have been the most popular theoretical methods for routine calculations. Semiempirical methods, such as the density functional tight binding (DFTB) method we used in a later section, are low cost alternatives with lower reliability. Classical molecular mechanics (MM) force field is very fast and can be applied to very large (>106 molecules) systems; however, its reliability is limited and cannot usually handle bond-
breaking or formation. It is therefore impossible to simulate reactions of a complex molecular system (say $10^4$ atoms) accurately for long periods of time (say $10^{-9}$ sec) using a single level of method.

In order to solve such a demanding problem, it is almost mandatory to adopt a combination of these methods or a hybrid method; for instance a highly accurate but costly method for the most important part (say where the reaction is taking place), a medium-accuracy medium-cost method for the immediate neighborhood and an even less accurate and less costly method for the environment. The most popular hybrid method is what is called QM/MM method, in which a quantum mechanical method (QM) is combined with the MM method. The ONIOM (our own N-layered integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanics) method developed by us allows combination of various levels of theory in multiple layers, as illustrated in Fig. 1, including QM:MM, QM:QM and QM:QM:MM.\(^{11-17}\) The ONIOM method is being used for a variety of problems all over the world. We will use this method in a later section to discuss the effects of protein environment on the enzymatic reaction, the chemical reaction in protein.

Although many problems of structure, function and reaction of molecules have been solved or can nowadays be answered by existing theoretical methods, there are also many challenges that need to be resolved by theoretical studies. With all the above background in mind, in the present article we will briefly review some of our own recent studies toward these challenges of theoretical studies of chemical reactions.

### 2. Formation and growth of carbon nanostructures

#### 2.1 “Shrinking hot giant” road of fullerene formation

Fullerenes are fascinating caged structures consisting only of carbon atoms. However, the mechanism how fullerenes are formed from small carbon fragments is not known. Many hypothetical models have been proposed, but none of them has any solid foundation.\(^8\) Moreover, these mechanisms assume a principle that the highly symmetric fullerene cage is built from smaller units in a systematic, step-wise manner. However, fullerenes are formed at high temperature (several thousand degrees in the early stage of graphite arc process and around 1500 K in hydrocarbon combustion process) in a condition far away from thermodynamic equilibrium, and such systems often give rise to auto-catalysis and self-assembly processes associated with irreversible processes.\(^9,10\)

We have performed extensive quantum mechanical/molecular dynamics (QM/MD) simulation of the formation of fullerenes.\(^{11-17}\) One needs to use QM to calculate the potential energy for nuclear motion on the fly, because molecular mechanics (MM), typically used for long time simulation of molecular systems, is unable to treat the conjugation of π electrons which is essential to the reactivity of trivalent carbon systems. In our simulations we used a semi-empirical QM method called density functional tight binding (DFTB) method. This method is about 100–1000 times faster than the standard DFT method, and allows us to perform simulations up to a few hundred pico second (ps) required to realize self-assembly processes. One needs MD because there are many possible reaction paths that cannot be explored by traditional path optimization approach. Based on the result of DFTB/MD, we have proposed a new mechanism of fullerene formation, called “Shrinking Hot Giant” road, as illustrated in Fig. 2.\(^{15}\) In this mechanism, giant fullerenes are formed by self-assembly of small carbon clusters in three stages: 1. nucleation of polycyclic structures from entangled polyyne chains (irreversible carbon sp\(^2\) rehybridization from sp-hybridized polyynes), 2. repeated growth via “octopus-on-the-rock” structures, consisting of ring condensation of carbon chains and rings attached to the hexagon and pentagon containing nucleus as well as the chain-growth by addition of more C\(_2\) fragments to the peripherals, and finally 3. cage closure where polyyne chains reach over the

---

Fig. 1. The schematic representation of multi-layered ONIOM method.
opening and “zip” them closed, which is likewise irreversible due to the gain of energy in eliminating all dangling bonds. The entire self-assembly took less than 100ps if enough supply of carbon source is provided. Resultant fullerenes are “giant fullerenes” containing 100 to over 200 carbon atoms in the cage; no fullerenes with 60 to 80 carbons found commonly in experiment were formed. Continued heating of giant fullerenes led to C$_2$ “pop-out” events from the vibrationally hot cage very slowly (roughly one C$_2$ fragment per few hundred ps). As giant fullerenes shrink and become more spherical, such pop-out events occur less frequently. We proposed that this slow but long “size-down” process eventually results in thermal distribution of a variety of fullerenes.

2.2 Growth of carbon nanotube from transition metal cluster. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), another form of pure carbon structure, are grown using a variety of techniques such as arc discharge or laser vaporization of graphite.\textsuperscript{18–20} Most commonly the single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are grown with the presence of transition metal catalysts. The growth mechanism of carbon nanotubes has been a subject of active studies but has not been well established. Theoretical/computational studies for the growth of SWNT on transition metal cluster were in the past performed either using MM/MD method (inability of the MM method to describe π electrons of carbons or the open-shell nature of transition metal cluster makes such calculations unreliable) or using DFT under very unrealistic condition and only for short time (where no real growth has been seen). Obviously better simulations are needed.

In an exceptional case, carbon nanotubes can be grown on the SiC surface by high temperature thermal decomposition.\textsuperscript{21–25} We used the DFTB/MD method to show that growth can take place in tens of ps from the carbon-rich surface of SiC.\textsuperscript{26,27}

We have also recently succeeded in demonstrating for the first time efficient growth of SWNT from transition metal cluster in the DFTB/MD simulation.\textsuperscript{28–30} Figure 3 shows some results of such simulations. The first model system we have adopted is the “continued growth” model, as shown in Fig. 3(A), in which a seed of (8,0)-zigzag or (5,5)-armchair SWNT was attached to an Fe$_{38}$ cluster and carbon atoms were continuously supplied around the C–Fe interface. In the simulation at 1500 K for both seeds, growth of the SWNT up to 8Å has been observed in 80 ps in several of 10 trajectories if enough carbon supply is provided. In this simulation the effect of near-degeneracy of d orbitals of Fe atoms as
well as the p orbitals of carbon atoms was taken into account by an electronic temperature which changes the occupancy of frontier orbitals smoothly from 1 to 0 as their orbital energies increase; it turned out that without electronic temperature the Fe cluster is not reactive and thus the open-shell nature of the metal cluster is vital for its catalytic activity. The growth essentially takes place by facile insertion of carbon atoms to the C–Fe bond in the metal-SWNT interface to form C, C₂ and longer polyyne chains. These bridging sp-hybridized carbon fragments are vibrationally hot and highly mobile, and therefore become engaged in frequent bond formation and breaking processes between their constituent C and Fe atoms to form 5-, 6-, and 7-membered carbon rings extending the tube sidewall, resulting in overall continued growth of the nanotube on the Fe cluster. The growing SWNT has a large number of defects, and the

Fig. 3. DFTB/MD simulations of growth of SWNT from Fe₃₈ cluster. (A) Continued growth model. (B) Cap growth model.
chirality of the seed SWNT does not seem to be maintained in the growth process. However, we also observed that defects are slowly repaired during the process. In the present simulation, we supply carbon atoms at the rate of 2 carbon atoms/ps, much faster than the corresponding experimental rate. With slower carbon supply rate, more repair will take place during the growth and more regular SWNT will grow, possibly maintaining the chirality of the seed SWNT. We also found modest temperature dependency of the growth process. While 1500 K is the optimum for the growth in the present simulation, at 1000 K, the SWNT growth is suppressed despite the fact that the total number of created rings in the nanotube is comparable to that at 1500 K. In addition, relatively long polyyne chains tend to form from the carbon sidewall to the metal cluster at 1000 K, whereas at 2000 K, deformation of the nanotube becomes more pronounced and diameter narrowing sets in, and polyyne chains at the rim of the nanotube easily dissociate at this high temperature.

In the present simulation we supplied carbon atoms to the C–Fe boundary where they are incorporated almost directly into the growing SWNT. However, in reality we expect that most feed carbon atoms become adsorbed on the metal surface, since the surface area of metal cluster is likely to be much larger than the C–Fe boundary area. These adsorbed carbon atoms, whether as atoms or polyyynes, have to migrate or diffuse on the metal surface or through inside of the metal cluster to the C–Fe boundary whether they are incorporated into the SWNT. We have been performing simulations with adsorbed carbons on Fe38 cluster and found that surface migration is dominant (although a few cases subsurface migrations have been recognized) but is slow compared to the growth (and could be rate-determining).

We envision that the actual SWNT formation process on metal catalysts takes place in three stages: nucleation or formation of carbon fragment (a few tens of carbon atoms) on the metal surface, cap formation or formation of organized half-domed carbon cap from the carbon fragment, and growth of tube from the cap by direct or migratory reaction of carbon feed. The reason why the “continued growth” model was chosen above is because we felt that the growth stage must be faster than the other two stages. In Figure 3(B) we show the results of our first simulations starting from cap formation. Here we put a C20 fragment on Fe38 cluster. This fragment reacts very easily with supplied carbon atoms and becomes larger, and the center part of the fragment soon lifts off from the metal surface into a dome-like structure. Then, the C–Fe boundary of the dome reacts efficiently with further supplied carbon atoms, as in the continued growth case above, to form a SWNT as long as 10 Å. During growth, non-hexagonal rings and polyyne chains are frequently formed and then rearrangement of sp2 network occurs to construct carbon sidewall.

These theoretical/computational findings are only a few scattered evidences on how SWNT is formed on metal cluster. Much more work is required in order to understand the entire complex mechanism of growth of carbon nanotubes and their variations (nanohorns etc.).

3. Homogeneous catalyses and reactions of transition metal complexes

3.1 History and challenges. A little over twenty five years ago we started working on the mechanism of reactions of transition metal complexes and homogeneous catalytic reactions through calculation of structures and energies of transition states and intermediates of many elementary steps. At that time we encountered a substantial resistance from experimentalists who said that such information does not help to understand complex catalytic processes. In the last decades or so theoretical studies of catalytic processes have gained substantial acceptance as providing insight not obtainable from experiments alone, making it very hard to find a paper without theoretical/computational consideration. Reaction pathways of many elementary reactions such as oxidative addition, reductive elimination, olefin insertion, metathesis and bond activation, are now well understood theoretically.10 Computational approaches in catalyst design have been successfully utilized in industries as well.

However there are several challenges in this field. The most important is the use of realistic models. In early days, mainly because of computational cost, computations were carried out for simplified model systems. As an extreme case, sophisticatedly substituted phosphines PR3 are used in experiments while the simplest model phosphine PH3 was used in calculation; by doing so, many essential features of the proper choice of sophisticated ligands were lost. In order to tackle intricate effects of different ligands on the mechanism and chemo- and stereo-selectivi-
ties, one has to adopt real or realistic models. Nowadays systems containing around hundred or more atoms can be treated by density functional methods or hybrid methods such as ONIOM and OM/MM, allowing to include real ligands as well as some solvent molecules or counter ions, if needed, in the calculation.

The second challenge is describing correct spin state during reactions. It is becoming clear that especially for the first raw transition metals such as Fe, Co and Ni, the ground state often changes the spin state by the number and the strength of coordinating ligands, with high spin in low coordination complexes and low spin in high coordination complexes. Thus during the reaction the change of spin state, as well as the change of oxidation state, takes place and the spin cross over sometimes controls the reaction barrier. Unfortunately DFT, the most popular theoretical method, is unable to describe dependably the energy difference between different spin states, and this has to be calibrated by more expensive but more reliable theoretical methods such as the coupled cluster method.

### 3.2 Activation of nitrogen molecule by Zr complexes—Subtle ligand effects

As an example of the effects of subtle difference in the ligand of a catalyst, here we discuss the activation of nitrogen molecule, still very important reaction with economical significance. Recent experimental studies have shown that zirconocene with four methyl groups on each cyclopentadienyl (C₅Me₄H, structure 4, Ch₁) activate N₂ molecule to react with three hydrogen molecules, while zirconocene with pentamethyl-cyclopentadienyl (C₅Me₅) cannot make N₂ react with any H₂ molecule. As shown in Fig. 3(B), the most stable form of the dimeric N₂ complex for Cp = C₅Me₄H is a side-on complex that reacts with H₂ easily. On the other hand, for Cp = C₅Me₅ because of steric repulsion between methyl groups on different Zr centers, the side-on complex is less stable, and only the end-on complex is formed and does not react with any H₂ molecule.

2. Why does the present zirconocene N₂ complex (called Chirik complex) reacts with three H₂ molecules, while another complex, zirconium diimine N₂ complex, (called Fryzuk complex, structure Fr₁) reacts with only one H₂ molecule? Our calculated potential energy profiles for the reaction of the first two H₂ molecules for both complexes are shown in Fig. 3(C). The barrier for the first H₂ reaction at the TS 1-A₃ is about the same for both complexes, both of them should react easily. However, there is a large difference between the two complexes for the second H₂ reaction. For the Chirik complex, the most stable form of the H₂-adduct (A₃) has one H atom on N and the other on Zr. Addition of the second H₂ molecule to this complex takes place with a reasonable barrier at TS A₅₂. On the other hand, although the nascent form of the adduct for the Fryzuk complex is also A₃, this complex bends the Z-N₂-Zr angle and moves a hydrogen atom to the bridge position between two Zr’s (A₇). This is about 10 kcal/mol more stable than A₃ and is a trap. The second H₂ addition from A₇ has a very high barrier at A₇-B₃ and cannot take place. The Fryzuk ligand is too flexible, allowing the formation of a stable trapping intermediate. These theoretical calculations have provided insights and guiding principles into intricate effects of substituents and ligands that would not be available easily from experimental studies.

### 4. Structure and reactions of biomolecular systems—Active site model and effects of protein environment

Understanding of the mechanism of enzymatic reaction, chemical reaction inside protein, is a largest challenge of theoretical/computational studies of mechanisms of chemical reactions. Enzyme is a large complex collection of amino acid residues with some metals, ligands and water and other molecules, and
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...theoretical approaches require a substantial approximation. Three different levels of approaches are being carried out, as shown in Fig. 5.

i) The active site model (Fig. 5, top left) In this approach one considers only atoms of the active site (including ligands in the first coordination shell around the central metals or other active centers), substrates and water molecules directly involved in the reaction. Nowadays active site models typically contain around 100 atoms, and the structures of reactants, intermediates and transition states are optimized with an appropriate QM method (nowadays mostly at a DFT level), activation barriers are evaluated and the reaction mechanisms are discussed. The active site approach should work well for metalloenzymes where reactions tend to occur localized in the vicinity of metals. In this approach any explicit effect of protein environment is completely neglected or approximated by a homogenous dielectric medium.

ii) Protein model with geometry optimization...
(Fig. 5, top center and top right). Here typically starting with an X-ray structure of the protein, atoms within a certain range from the metal centers are selected and supplemented with hydrogen atoms and substrates, if not included in X-ray structure, to construct a protein model typically containing thousands of atoms. Geometry optimization (full or under certain constraints) is performed for complexes, intermediates and transition states to calculate barriers. Since it is impossible to perform QM calculations for such a large system, ONIOM or another hybrid method is usually adopted. There are different ways of including the effect of protein environment in the ONIOM scheme (Fig. 5): the mechanical embedding (ME, Fig. 5 top center) where the environmental electrostatic effect is included classically, the electronic embedding (EE, Fig. 5 top right) where polarization of the QM part by the environment is included or a multi-layered ONIOM method (such as a three-layered method as shown in Fig. 5 bottom right). Since the conformational space of the protein is very extensive, care must be taken so that changes in protein structure are directly coupled to the reaction coordinate, and not to arbitrary conformational changes during the optimization. A conservative solution is to use similar structures for reactant and product, but even this is technically very difficult to achieve and often requires improved optimization algorithms\(^{47,48}\) to stay in the same local MM minima during a reaction step. Comparison of the results of the protein model with those of the active-site model reveals the role of protein environment in the reaction.

iii) Statistical average of protein motion/conformations and free energy calculation (Fig. 5, bottom left). In order to consider a large conformational space of protein, it is desirable to take its statistical average and obtain a “free energy” reaction profile. The DFT/MM method is still very expensive for statistical averaging and various approximations are being explored. Accurate description of statistics and dynamics of reactions of large molecular systems like enzymes is a major challenge at present and great activities are expected in the near future in this area.

In the rest of the section, we will show some examples of application of the active site and protein models to specific enzymatic reactions.

4.1 Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) and tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase (TDO)—an active site model study. IDO and TDO are heme-containing dioxygenases and catalyze oxidative cleavage
of the pyrrole ring of L-tryptophan (Fig. 6(A)). Based on recent crystal structures (Fig. 6(B)), two mechanistic pathways were proposed. Both pathways start with electrophilic addition of the Fe(II)-bound dioxygen concerted with proton transfer (oxygen ene-type reaction), followed by either formation of a dioxetane intermediate or Criegee-type rearrangement (Fig. 6(C)). We studied the mechanism of this reaction using an active site model,\textsuperscript{49} and found that these proposed concerted oxygen ene-type and Criegee-type rearrangement pathways have high activation energies and cannot take place. We proposed a new mechanism for dioxygen activation in these heme systems, as shown in Fig. 6(D), involving (a) direct electrophilic addition of the Fe(II)-bound oxygen to C2 (to give a zwitterionic species with $E = -16.0 \text{ kcal/mol}$) or C3 position (to give another zwitterionic species with $E = -16.2$) of the indole in a closed-shell singlet state or (b) direct radical addition of the Fe(III)-superoxide to C2 position of the indole in a triplet (or open-shell singlet) state (to give a species with $E = -0.2$). Then, as shown in the top pathway in Fig. 6(D), radical-recombination or nearly-barrierless charge-recombination step from the resultant diradical or zwitterionic intermediates, respectively, proceeds to give metastable dioxetane intermediates ($E = -3.6 \sim -9.2$), followed by ring-opening of the dioxetanes ($E = -26.5$). Alternatively, homolytic O–O bond cleavage (bottom path in Fig. 6(D)) from the diradical intermediate (to give a species with $E = 15.9$), followed by oxo attack and facile C2–C3 bond cleavage may compete with the dioxetane formation pathway.

4.2 Isopenicillin N-synthase (IPNS)—
Substantial effects of protein environment on energetics. The effects of protein environment have been studied in detail for the conversion of the linear tripeptide substrate $\delta$-(L-$\alpha$-aminoadipoyl)-L-cysteinyl-D-valine (ACV) to isopenicillin N by a molecular oxygen catalyzed by IPNS, a non-heme iron enzyme (Fig. 7(A)).\textsuperscript{50,51} Here the ONIOM(DFT:MM) system we adopted contains 5386 atoms, while the active site QM model consists of 65 atoms (Fig. 7(B)).\textsuperscript{52–54} Figure 7(C) shows the potential energy profiles of the first several steps of the entire reaction. Although not shown for brevity,
the potential profile of all the reaction steps using the protein model is qualitatively similar to that obtained with the active site model. However, the largest difference of 10 kcal/mol was found in the rate-determining first O₂ coordination and activation step. This difference makes the reaction easy to occur in protein from difficult to occur without protein, a typical role of a catalyst in catalytic reaction. As shown at the left bottom of Fig. 7(C), this comes from the coordination of molecular oxygen becoming from endothermic (black line) to thermoneutral (blue) in the presence of protein environment, due to the van der Waals interaction between the oxygen molecule and near-by protein residues that are neglected in the active-site-only model.

4.3 Mechanism of reaction of B₁₂-dependent methylmalonyl-CoA mutase (MMCM)

**Positive participation of protein environments**

in **reaction coordinate.** B₁₂-dependent MMCM catalyzes a radical-based transformation of methylmalonyl-coenzyme A (CoA) to succinyl-CoA.

The cofactor adenosylcobalamin (AdoCbl) serves as a radical reservoir that generates the 5'-deoxyadenosine radical (dAdo•, see inset R in Fig. 8(A)) via homolysis of the Co–C₅' bond (thick green line in Fig. 8(A)). The mechanism by which the enzyme stabilizes the homolysis products and achieve an observed ~10¹²-fold rate acceleration is not yet fully understood. Using the active site model and the protein model containing over 12000 atoms in the ONIOM(DFT:MM) calculation of which up to 100 atoms are treated by the DFT method, we have studied mainly the first and rate-determining stage of the enzymatic reaction, the homolytic Co–C bond cleavage to form 5'-deoxyadenosyl (Ado) radical and cob(II)alamin, and the subsequent hydrogen transfer.
from the methylmalonyl-CoA substrate to the Ado radical in MMCM.\(^{57,58}\) We found two very important effects of protein environment that completely changed the conclusions derived from the active site model.

At first we found that the Co–C bond dissociation energy is very much reduced in the protein, compared to that in the gas phase. Comparison of the optimized structures of initial enzyme and the intermediate indicates that a dramatic change in the conformational features of the dAdo moiety has taken place. Thus in the present enzyme, change in the protein environment around the active site is a part of the reaction coordinate, and it is essential to include this protein environment for calculating the energy profile of cobalt-carbon bond homolysis. This conformational change caused slight Co–C\(^5\) bond elongation, which is connected to a destabilization of the AdoCbl. The large protein effect on the Co–C bond dissociation energy can be divided into the cage effect, the effect of coenzyme geometrical distortion, and the protein field effect. The largest contributor is the protein field effect; several protein residues including Glu370 play the key role in the Co–C bond cleavage process by stabilizing the Co–C bond cleaved state in the protein by hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions.

Secondly in protein the initial Co–C bond cleavage and the subsequent hydrogen transfer were found to occur in a stepwise manner (See Fig. 8(B)). This is in stark contrast with the same reaction in the gas phase, where the transition state for the concerted pathway was found to be lower in energy than for the stepwise pathway. In protein the stepwise transition state is stabilized by the protein environment and become lower in energy than the concerted transition state that is not much stabilized by the protein environment.

Summarizing the effect of protein environment on enzymatic reactions we have studied, we found three different situations. (1) The effect of protein environment is rather small in the reaction pathway as well as in the potential energy profile. In this situation the active site model without explicit consideration of protein environment give correct description of the
reaction mechanism. We found this kind of situation tends to occur when the active site is on the surface of protein.

(2) The effect of protein environment does not change reaction pathways but changes their energies. This situation illustrates the catalytic effect of the protein environment. IPNS belongs to this case. In this situation reaction pathways can be determined with the active site model but the effect of the environment has to be treated properly for energetics.

(3) The protein environment is involved in the reaction coordinate, i.e. changes in protein structure take place and sometimes provide a driving force for the reaction. We have seen this in MMCM. In this situation an active site model is not enough and an extended model include the part of protein environment has been treated for search of reaction pathways.

The task is just started to learn more about the reaction of enzymes from computational studies. More realistic models, more reliable calculations, more statistical averaging and long time dynamics—with all these, in the future we hope to understand enzymatic reactions much better than we do now.

4.4 Mechanism of efficient firefly bioluminescence. The firefly emission is well-known bioluminescence, in which oxyluciferin (OLu) is produced with high yield in an excited electronic state in the luciferase protein from D-luciferin, ATP and O$_2$ molecule, as shown in Fig. 9(A). A high-resolution X-ray structure has recently been published based on data collected with the SPring-8 Synchrotron radiation facility. However the mechanism of this bioluminescence, in particular how the oxyluciferin is produced in an excited electronic state from a dioxetanone intermediate (DO) in the ground electronic state, has not been known. Since the reactant in the ground state usually produces a product in the ground state, in the present case there must exist a conical intersection, a cone-like crossing between the ground and excited potential energy surfaces that efficiently fun-
nels the ground state reagent to an excited state product. We have recently calculated the potential energy surfaces of various electronic configurations of an address set model from DO to OLu and found for the first time the pathway in which the ground state DO is converted efficiently to the excited state OLu. As shown in Fig. 9(C), the DO in the ground state at first goes over a transition state TS with a relatively small barrier while changing its nature from closed-shell singlet (CSS) to $\pi\sigma^*$ singlet. We located for the first time the structure and energy of a minimum on the seam of crossing MECI between the ground and first excited potential surfaces. The topology of two potential energy surfaces around the conical intersection suggests that the system will travel very efficiently along the red arrows in Fig. 9(D), finding itself in the excited state after the conical intersection, leading to the excited state OLu product. Although this finding itself is a great breakthrough, consideration of the effects of protein environment will further enhance understanding of this important bioluminescence reaction mechanism.

5. Perspective

The theoretical/computational study of structure, function and reactivity of molecules is a very exciting field of chemistry. Theoretical computation provides insight into the detailed mechanism, pathways, energetics, dynamics of complex reactions mechanism, the information that is not easily available from experiments and complementary to experiments.

For accurate long time simulation of complex molecular systems, the present computing power is insufficient. For instance it is not easy to run DFT/MM dynamics for ns for an enzymatic reaction. Arrival of faster computers, including “next-generation supercomputer” of 10 peta flop speed scheduled to be in operation in 2012 in Japan, is anxiously waited for. Such new computers will make it possible to carry out such demanding calculations and will give a great opportunity to theoretical/computational chemistry to make a profound impact in the progress of chemical research.

In the coming few decades, understanding and designing structure, function and reactivity of complex molecular systems will remain to be the central issue of theoretical/computational chemistry. In order to accomplish this goal, we have to use all the theoretical/computational methodologies available to us: quantum chemistry, classical and quantum molecular dynamics, long time simulation and statistical averaging. After fifty years of my career, I find this field still very fascinating and believe that it will remain exciting for the foreseeable future. I hope that younger generations also find this field very exciting and take leadership in promoting this endeavor.
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